Facebook/Instagram

[optional] Have you heard of #everynamecounts?

Take a stand on International Holocaust Remembrance Day! I am/we are getting involved in the #everynamecounts project and helping to build a digital memorial to the victims of the Nazis.

Twenty thousand documents in 48 hours – that’s the challenge, starting on January 26 at 6 p.m. Every number, every place, and every name typed in on the crowdsourcing platform will help preserve the memory of the persecutees – and make sure we never forget what happened to them.

I am/we are taking a stand for respect, diversity, and democracy with #everynamecounts. Because the reasons for persecution aren’t a thing of the past – they still exist today.

[optional] Are you going to join in too?

Hashtags: #everynamecounts #Respekt #Vielfalt #Demokratie #respect #diversity #democracy #archive #memorial #Denkmal #Nationalsozialismus #weremember #HolocaustRemembranceDay #Holocaust

Tags: @ArolsenArchives

Tweet options

I am/we are taking a stand for respect, diversity, and democracy! I am/we are helping to build a digital memorial to the victims of Nazism on and around #HolocaustRemembranceDay. Because the reasons for persecution are not a thing of the past. #everynamecounts

Twenty thousand documents in 48 hours – that’s the #everynamecounts challenge, starting on January 26 at 6 p.m. I am/we are taking a stand for respect, diversity, and democracy! How about you?

Tags: @ArolsenArchives